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Why Collect Postage Stamps?
• Its fun!  This MB will give you 

just a taste of the hobby.
• Stamp collecting is the world’s 

most popular hobby.
• Very space saving.
• Can be affordable for youth.
• Teaches history, geography.
• A hobby that can stay with you 

for the rest of your life.



Requirements for the Badge *
• 1 Describe how stamp collecting will help 

you understand people, places, geography, as 
well as a little bit of the history and growth of 
the US Postal Service.

• 2 Discuss Topical Collections (this is the 
most popular collection type for this Merit 
Badge).

• 3 Understand different stamp types 
(terminology) and SHOW examples.

* paraphrased



Requirements, continued

• 4  Use a catalog.  Understand stamp 
condition and catalog values.

• 5  Demonstrate stamp tools:  tongs, hinges 
and mounts, soaking, magnifiers, 
perforation gauge, watermarks.

• 6  Show and discuss stamp preservation and 
mounting techniques (hinges & plastic) for 
stamps, covers and albums.



Requirements, continued

• 7  Design a stamp or cachet.  Prepare a 
special stamp & clipping or an illustration 
display.  Visit a show. (Do two of six 
possible tasks).

• 8  Make a collection of any one of five 
alternatives.  Most common collections are 
a 75 stamp topical collection or a 100 stamp 
country collection.  You can also mount 50 
stamps on a map of the world.



Requirement 1

a. Learning about people, places, organizations, history and 
geography

a. Postal history
b. Transporting the mail
c. Differences in foreign mail service



1a Discover the World Through 
Stamps



Learn about PEOPLE



Learn about PLACES



Learn about ORGANIZATIONS



Learn about HISTORY



Learn about GEOGRAPHY



1b Postal History
• Pre 1639 – bags of letters brought by sea captains were left on 

tables in taverns and coffee houses.
• 1639 – first US postal service established at the Fairbanks Tavern 

in Boston.
• 1673 – Monthly delivery between New York and Boston.  Took 

two weeks.
• 1737 – British appoint Benjamin Franklin as Postmaster of 

Philadelphia.

A typical letter before 
adhesive stamps.  This is 
from Florence to the Grand 
Duchy of Tuscany.



1b Postal History, cont.
• 1775 – Franklin becomes Postmaster General of the US.
• 1792 – Congress set postal rates based on how far a letter 

traveled.
• 1794 – The first letter carriers didn’t earn any salary from the post 

office.  They collected 2 cents from the recipient for each piece of 
mail delivered.

• 1840 Great Britain issues the first postage stamp.

Note no country name!



1b History of the USPS
• Founded 1775 by Ben 

Franklin, it’s the oldest 
department of the 
government.

• First US stamp was in 1847.
• Handles about 200 billion 

pieces of mail annually.
• 700,000 employees.



1893 - First US Commemoratives



1b US Postal History, cont.



• 1874 Universal Postal Union 
– a forerunner of the United 
Nations, facilitated 
international mail.

• 1974 First self-adhesive 
stamp – glue problems!

• 2007 forever stamps –
avoids need for small 
denomination “make up” 
stamps.

1b Postal History, cont.



1c. Transporting the Mail

The Pony Express lasted 
only 18 months (until 
October 1861) due to the 
expansion of telegraph 
service.



1c. Transporting the Mail



Airmail
• US airmail services 

started in 1918 as a 
way to utilize WWI 
planes and pilots.

• In 2007, it was 
essentially incorporated 
into domestic rates.  It 
still applies to 
international mail.

We will talk about the 
famous “Inverted Jenny” 
later, under Errors 
(requirement 7).



1d Some Differences with 
Foreign Post Offices



Requirement 2



Types of Collections
• World-Wide Stamps • Country Collections

World wide collections used to be quite common, but today they are 
rather challenging.  An affordable world stamp album will have many 
rare/expensive stamps not pictured.  Serious collectors use a loose-
leave notebook or album, so new pages can be added.



Country Collection
• You can learn many 

things (language, 
history, culture) about a 
country by looking at its 
stamps.

• You could collect for 
certain years, such as 
1900 – 2000 (the old 
ones are expensive).



Examples of Topical Collection
• Airplanes or ships
• Animals

– Fish, dogs or cats
– Horses, birds, etc.

• Art, cartoons
• Buildings
• Cars
• Circus
• Christmas
• Christianity or religion
• Eagles
• Farming
• Famous people or places

• Flags
• The 1950’s, 1960’s, etc.
• Presidents, kings & 

queens
• Industry
• Military, WWII
• Music
• Outdoors
• Patriotic
• Scouts
• Sports or Olympics
• Triangle stamps
• Trains



Topical Collections
• You normally arrange a 

topical collection in any 
way that pleases you.  

• A simple notebook with 
plastic sheet protectors, 
graph paper, or 
downloaded border 
sheets can add a lot to 
the visual attractiveness 
of your collection.

• The next few slides are 
examples of topicals.



Airplanes / Airmail



Animals



Cars



Art / Cartoons



Christmas / Religion



Eagles



Flags



Presidents



Scouts



Ships



Sports / Olympics



A complete Topical Collection -
All scouting stamps issued by USA:



Requirement 3
1.  Four common characteristics of all stamps.
2.  Some different ways the P.O. packages and sells postal material.
3.  Some categories of stamps that provide a special service or are less 
common, and therefore of interest to collectors.
4.  Other ways to collect stamps – we hope you will continue collecting!
5.  Errors.   

Through this requirement, you will learn some  Stamp Terminology.      



Stamp Terminology
• Perforated
• Imperforate
• Self-adhesive
• Water activated
• Mint or used
• Commemorative or 

regular issue
• Souvenir sheets
• Booklet or coil
• Envelope
• Post Cards

• Postal stationary
• Semi-postal (“charity”)
• Rate make-up stamps
• Surcharges
• Overprints
• Airmail
• Postage due
• Special delivery
• Revenue stamps
• Cinderellas



Stamp Terminology, cont.
Types of collections:
• Full sheets
• Meter mail
• Block of 4 & plate blocks
• On cover / cachet
• First day of issue
• Fancy cancels
• Postmarks
• Errors
• Freaks

A stamp collector is 
called a “philatelist” – a 
combination of two 
Greek words, being: 
philo (an attraction) and 
ateleia (being exempt 
from a duty or tax, as a 
stamp shows that the 
letter delivery fee has 
been paid).



1. Four 
Characteristics
of All Stamps



Perforate vs. Imperforate



Pop Quiz:  Which are  Imperforated?



Answer

Pop Quiz:  Which are Imperforated?



Modern Self-Adhesive or older 
Water Activated (“lick and stick”)



Unused (Mint) or 
Used (Cancelled)



Pop Quiz: Mint or Used?



Answer
Pop Quiz:  Mint or Used?



Commemorative or 
Regular Issue (“Definitive”)



Commemoratives are …



Definitives are …



Pop Quiz: Commemorative or Regular Issue?



Answer

Pop Quiz:  Commemorative or Regular Issue?



2. Other Types 
of Stamps or 

Postal Material

(Or, six ways the PO sells things.)



Souvenir Sheets



Example with Multi-Color Printing



Booklet Stamps



Coil Stamps
Stamps issued in rolls 
(one stamp wide) for 
use in dispensers or 
vending machines.
- Can be horizontal or 
vertical.  
- Have perforations on 
two opposite sides and 
no perforations on the 
other two opposite 
sides.





Answer



Envelopes

Older envelops were collected by keeping only the “cut 
square” corner.  You can tell by observing the embossed 
nature of the image.



Post Cards



Post Cards, continued



Postal Stationary



3.  Subcategories 
of Stamps 

(These are less common and 
therefore potentially scarce).



Semi-Postal (“Charity”) Stamps

Sold for $.48, of which $.11 went to disaster relief.



Rate Increase (Alphabet) Stamps

Two problems: how to have new stamps available for a rate 
increase and what to do with the unsold inventory at the old rates?



Surcharge Stamps

A stamp whose value has been changed by overprinting.  Often 
done to use up existing supplies stamps.  Can sometimes destroy 
the esthetics of a commemorate stamp.



Overprint Stamps



Overprint Stamps, continued

Overprints may change the nationality of a stamp.



Pop Quiz:  Overprint or Surcharge?



Pop Quiz:  Overprint or Surcharge?
Answer



Airmail Stamps

1911 – First experimental airmail delivery.  Regular air postal 
service began in 1918.   



Special Delivery Stamps

“Speedy” service was often combined with airmail service.



Postage Due Stamps



Revenue (Tax) Stamps



Cinderella Stamps 
(a.k.a. Fakes, Stickers, Labels)



4. Other Types of 
Collections



Sheet Collections
Some people collect the
entire sheet – gets expensive!



Meter Mail



Block of 4, Plate Blocks



Covers / Cachet



First Day of Issue Covers

New stamps are often issued at an event or location associated 
with it.  A special postmark on that day makes that particular 
cover more collectible, as the stamp is, for that first day, only 
available at that location.  



Fancy Cancels

An example of the stamping 
device used to cancel mail 
before machinery and bar 
code were available.



Cancellation vs. Postmarks

This stamp is a
“pre-cancel.”



5.  Errors



Errors



A 2014 Intentional Error





Errors, continued

The image was actually
of somebody else.



Freaks

Printing errors of any 
type that get out into 
circulation.  Less serious 
but overall much more 
common than “errors.” 
These examples are each 
worth less than $10 each.



Hard to Identify Stamps
• Local language country 

name may not correspond 
to English.

• Different alphabet, e.g. 
Cyrillic or Chinese.

• Currency might narrow 
the search.

• Stamp identifier lists and 
books exist >>>>>>>>>

• It may not be a stamp at 
all (i.e., a Cinderella).



Stamp Terminology Challenge
To show your understanding 
of what we have been 
discussing, you will be 
provided with a group of 
stamps.  Find one example of 
each characteristic and place 
the stamp in the pocket.

(There is more than enough 
material, and so not every 
stamp will be used.  
Remember each stamp has 
multiple characteristics!)  



Requirement 4



Catalogs & Condition

• Used to identify and 
value stamps by 
country.

• Each stamp is assigned 
a number.

• Stamps sell for 
amounts that can be 
very different that the 
catalog value.



How to Read a Catalog



Condition
Condition factors include:
• Image centering
• Color freshness
• Back of stamp (hinge damage).



eBay example US Scott 292

Used- $299.Used-F-VF Cat $725

Mint-
$1,150



Requirement 5



Tongs



Soaking

• You can soak older 
water activated stamps 
off paper easily.  Do 
only a few at a time.  
Press between 
newspaper for a few 
days to dry.

• Modern self-adhesive 
stamps are more of a 
challenge.



Magnifiers



Using a Perforation Gauge



Watermarks



Requirement 6



Mounting and Preservation

• Use of hinges
• Use of mounts
• Type of album
• Storage of album

These are examples of stamps ruined by using scotch tape.



Hinges



Mounts



Stock Books & Glassine 
Envelopes



Requirement 7



Design a Stamp or Cachet





Visit a Stamp Show
Using the program from the Show, visit at least three areas 
(dealers, postal representatives, the youth area, or an 
exhibitor or judge).  Ask the person there to help explain to 
you something about the show, something about a particular 
type of material that dealer is offering for sale, or some other 
area of the stamp collecting hobby that is of particular 
interest to you.  Ask the person you visited with to sign the 
show program.  Be prepared to explain to your counselor 
what you learned.



Do a research report/presentation



Requirement 8



Example of a Topical Collection



Another 
Example of 
a Topical 
Collection



Example of a Country Collection



Example of a 
Map 

Collection



Where do I go from here?

• Decide on a more permanent collection and album.
• Ways to get more stamps:

– Soak off from incoming mail (ask friends to save for you)
– Trade duplicates
– Buy on approval or from dealers
– Join a local stamp club

• Become a junior member of the Scouts on Stamps 
Society and/or APS.





Optional Material



Postal Oddities







titleA joint USA – USSR space issue during the Cold War!



Stamps come in all shapes, sizes 
and materials!



Only 9,476 of these stamps were produced.
Shows Cadet Sargent Major Warner Goodyear, 
arguably the first “Boy Scout.”



Optional Videos Available
To Watch:

Stamps – An American
Journey (13 minutes)

FDR – Stamp Collector
In Chief (3 minutes)

The Inverted
Jenny (11 minutes)


